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Browse - Print - Use
Works on all computers with
a CD drive - just £23.50 +P&P
www.numeracyCD.com

These resources are subject to
copyright and may only be copied by
the person or institution licensed.

You get a CD which lets you browse a vast range of resources, then print just the ones you want. The CD
uses any browser to let you see what is available and then Acrobat (which is supplied on the CD) to print.
This way you will get exactly what you see, whatever computer you are using.
Number Cards

0-9 small, 0-9 medium, 1-100 medium, 0-10 for display, 0-10 giant floor sized, 0-20 giant sized
with footprints, 0-10 with number names and pictures, fractions.

Place Value Cards Small, medium and large sized cards from 0 to 9999
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Follow-Me Cards

Three sets designed to work with groups of various sizes. Sets available cover
multiplication by 2,5 and 10, use of all four operations, halving and doubling.

Special Paper

All the paper you could want for all those odd occasions. You can have paper with squares
triangles or hexagons. It can be lined or dotty, blue or black, feint, normal or bold.

Number lines

Print large ones for wall display, smaller ones for desk-top use or smaller still for individual
activities. Number lines can be marked in units or decimals from 0-10 or 0-100, or can include
negative numbers.

Dominoes

A full set of large dominoes.

Number Grids

A large range is available, including grids from 0-99, 1-100 and multiplication grids. Sizes range
from small and medium for individual use, up to poster size for the wall, made from 6 sheets.
You also get a cutting plan for a versatile jig saw puzzle, based on the display sized grids.

Nets

There are nets for many of the solids you need to make.

Number Fans

Number fans allow children to display answers to questions during whole class
teaching. Three different types are on the CD.

Activities

You get dozens of activities, including several sets of cross numbers, puzzles with multiples and
factors, nets of many of the main solids, nets puzzles, tangrams, pictures of 3D solids, 2D shape
sorting cards, shape property cards, number target games, number lines and magic squares.
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